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Ages 12 and Up
3 or More Players
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INSTRUCTIONS

The Color Categories:
White = Positive Traits 
Orange = Negative Traits
Gray = Materials
Teal = Opposites
Black = Colors and Patterns 
Yellow = Sizes and Shapes 
Blue = Adjectives 
Purple = Geography, History, Arts and Sports
Green = Everything Else!

Individual Clue-Giver Game:
If you have an odd number of players, just take turns as individual 
clue-givers. For each successfully-guessed word, the clue-giver and the 
guesser each score one point.
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Contents:
• 50 Word Cards 

(600 Secret Words)
• Word Board
• 120 Word Tiles
• 3-Minute Timer
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Object:
Quickly find and play Word Tiles on the Word Board to get players to 
guess as many secret words on a Word Card as you can. Score points for 
successfully giving clues and for correctly guessing words. To win, have 
the most points after three rounds of play.
The First Time You Play:
Carefully separate the Word Tiles from their sheets. Discard the waste. 
Set Up: 
1. Pick a player to form your clue-giving team throughout the game. 

Note: If there’s an odd number of players, play by the Individual 
Clue-Giver Rules on the other side of this sheet.

2. Place the Word Board on a tabletop with plenty of surrounding space, 
facing the players who will be doing the guessing.

3. Spread out the Word Tiles near the Word Board within easy reach of 
the clue-givers. Hint: Organize them by color category for quick 
reference and take a few minutes to look them over before playing your 
first game.

4. Shuffle the Word Cards and place in a pile near the Word Board.
5. Take a pencil and paper (not provided) and write each player’s name 

on it. The clue-givers will tally the score at the end of their turns.
Play!
Decide which clue-giving team will take the first turn. All other players will 
be the guessers. The clue-givers stand near the Word Board, facing the 
guessers.
On Your Team’s Turn as Clue-Givers:
1. One player draws the top Word Card and turns it over. As you do this, 

the guesser closest to the Timer flips it over to start your team’s turn. 
The guesser must also keep an eye on the Timer and announce when 
time runs out.

2. Now you and your partner have three minutes to give clues! Quickly 
choose any one of the six words on the Card, scanning the Tiles for 
good descriptors, grabbing them and playing them on the Word Board. 
Guessers can start guessing as soon as the Timer is flipped.

Playing Tiles on the Word Board: 
There are three sections on the Word Board. Try to play as many tiles as 
you can in any or all of the Word Board sections:
• Definitely: In this section, play Tiles that perfectly describe the word. 

For example, if the word is “eraser”, you may play the “manmade”, 
“rubber”, “pink” and “small” Tiles here.

• Kind of: In this section, play Tiles that only somewhat describe the 
word. For example, play the “flexible” Tile here to describe eraser.

• Not: In this section, play any Tiles that will help to convey what the word 
is definitely not, or is the word’s opposite. For example, playing the

   “written” Tile here might be the final clue that gets someone to shout 
“eraser” for a correct guess!

Clue-Giving Rules:
• You can’t talk, make noises or make charades-like signals (“sounds 

like,” “small word,” etc.).
• You can point to a player and move your hands in a “keep going” kind 

of way if that player is getting close. You can also nod or shake your 
head, as long as it’s not in direct answer to a question.

• The guessers can prompt you to play certain Tiles by asking questions 
like: “What color is it?” or “Is this person living or dead?” You can 
respond to them only by playing more tiles.

• Skipping: If you or the guessers are having too much trouble with a 
word, you may skip to any other word on the Card. You can always go 
back to it later, if you have enough time. Just remove all of the Tiles 
played, and announce that you’re moving on to another word.

• Penalties for breaking rules: Lighten up! You’re here to have fun! But 
seriously, if someone is openly defying the rules, we’ll leave the type 
and severity of the punishment up to you.

• A successful guess: As the guessers guess, listen closely so you don’t 
miss hearing a correct guess. As soon as someone shouts out the 
word, say, “That’s it!” Then clear the Tiles off the Word Board, and (if 
there’s still time left) start giving clues for any other word on the Card.

Ending your turn: 
Your turn is over when either of the following happens:
• The guessers have guessed all six secret words on the Word Card; or
• Time runs out
Clear any Tiles off the Word Board and replace them in their category 
groups. Now tally the score for your turn.
Scoring: 
The clue-giving team reviews the Card and scores for the turn as follows: 
For each word that was correctly guessed, both clue-givers score one 
point each, the guesser also scores one point.
Bonus point: 
• If all six words on the Card were successfully guessed, the clue-givers 

score one bonus point each.
• Now the next clue-giving team takes their turn by standing at the Word 

Board and drawing a new Word Card.
Ending a Round:
A round ends when all clue-giving teams have had one turn. Then the 
next round is played with the same partners in the same order.
Winning the Game:
The game ends after the third round. The winner is the individual player 
who scored the most points!
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